Member Spotlight: July 2018

† Denotes New Member  * Denotes Sustaining Member

FIRST CIRCUIT
Massachusetts
*Andrew Botti

Hon. Raymond L. Acosta—Puerto Rico
†Luis Ferrer-Medina
†Laura Malavé-Seda
†Pedro Vázquez-Pesquera

SECOND CIRCUIT
Eastern District of New York
* Joanne Fanizza
†Kristina Heuser
†James Wicks

Southern District of New York
†Benjamin Bernstein
†Michael Bisceglia
†Sean Burstyn
†Benjamin Goldberg
†Michael Gordon

Western District of New York
†Lisa Beaser

THIRD CIRCUIT
Eastern District of Pennsylvania
†William Bonner
†Christopher Lucca
†John Simmons
†Nicoie Watson

Middle District of Pennsylvania
†Lori Serratelli

New Jersey
†Joseph Bredehoft

FOURTH CIRCUIT
Eastern District of North Carolina
†Carl Cochrane
†Andrew Whitman

Maryland
†Samuel Cole
†Andrew Hickey
†Steven Kelly
†Seth Kossmann
†Neel Laichandani
†John Nugent
*David Ralph
†Isaac Schabes
†Timothy Wagner

Northern Virginia
†Jade Copperties
†Rey Flynn Jr.
†Inha Kang
†Katherine Phillips

Richmond
†Landis Atkinson
*Courtney Malveaux
†Bradley Reeser

Roanoke
†Bryson Hunter

South Carolina
†Patricia Harrison
†James King

FIFTH CIRCUIT
Baton Rouge
†Rebecca Schiller

Dallas
†Joanna Brown
†Ann Howey
†Niles Illich
†Diana Lai
*Scott Larson

El Paso
†Cris Estrada

Mississippi
†D. Daniel
†Krissy Nobile

New Orleans
†Shirin Hakimzadeh
†Vladimir Thomas

North Louisiana
†Elizabeth Randall

San Antonio
†Christina Falkiewicz

Southern District of Texas
*Zenobia Blvens
†Joel Glover
†Robert Woods

SIXTH CIRCUIT
Columbus
†John Andrew Fraser
†Gordon Harness
†Amy Jeffries
†Brandon Shroy

John W. Peck
†Benjamin Beaton
†J. Debbeier
†Alicia Gilbert
†Sarah Larcade
†Melissa Matthews
†Donald Naiman

Kentucky
†Nick Slowikoski

Knoxville
†Christine Ball-Blakely

Richmond
†Landis Atkinson
*Courtney Malveaux
†Bradley Reeser

Northern District of Ohio
†Wesley Buchanan
†Nicholas DiCello
†Alison Finn
†Louis Grube
†Patrick Hanley Jr.
†Beatrice Hill
†Jeffrey Keiper
†Gabrielle Kelly
†Karen Rubin
†Terry Vincent

SEVENTH CIRCUIT
Chicaco
†Meaghan Clayton
†Elizabeth Fracarco
†Joshua Glazov
†Carolee Hoerner
†Breanna Hunt
†Andrea Ribas Precoma
†Ramon Villalpando
†Bailey Whitsitt

Southern District of Illinois
†Jared Walsh
†Kyle Zachritz

EIGHTH CIRCUIT
Minnesota
†Brianna Chamberlin
†Patrick Hauswald
†Austin Heimann
†Erica MacDonald

St. Louis
†Paul Randolph

NINTH CIRCUIT
Alaska
†Ian van Tets

Hawaii
†Michael Dowling

Idaho
†Serena Minasian
†Stephen Thomas
†Linda Wells

Los Angeles
†Anthony Brown
†Patricia Gittelson
†Nadine Tan

Northern District of California
†Elizabeth Caballero
†Brandon Kline

Oregon
†Bryan Beel
†Gregory Hoover
†Conor Jones

Sacramento
†Jarrett Osborne-Revis
†Rosanne Rust

San Diego
†Whitney Bernstein
†Lauren Hofflin
†Eric Isaacksen
†Eun Jin Lee
†Linda Lopez
†Jennifer McCollough
†Marja Overbeck

William D. Browning—Tucson
†Rene Alcoverde
†Tanya Miller
†Jeffrey Sklar

TENTH CIRCUIT
Oklahoma City
†Hilary Clifton
†Mike Eaton
†Nicholas Pierson

New Mexico
†Au Au
†Barnes Barns

Northern/Eastern Oklahoma
†John Dowdell

Utah
†Stephen Allred
†Gilbert Athay
†Denise Dalton
†Teresa Haynes
†Trina Higgins
†Michael Homiston
†Courtney Koehler
†Thomas Weber
†Rachel Whipple

ELEVENTH CIRCUIT
Broward County
†Sara Imm
†Norma Nin

North Alabama
*Sarah Osborne
†Cynthia Weaver

North Central Florida
†Ali Kamalzadeh

Palm Beach County
†Marie Andrews
†Sarah Cortvriend
†Ana Moretto

South Florida
†Anshu Budhrani
†Michael Caruso
†Vanessa Chen
†Jacob Duval
†Cheryl Kaplan
†Allison Leonard
*Kenneth Murena

†Liiset Reid
†John Thornton Jr.

Southern District of Georgia
†James Breen
†Lucinda Rauback

Tampa Bay
†Rebecca Castaneda
†Brenden Collins
†Hannah DeBella-Stodden
†Melina Garcia
†Kasey Joyce
†Martha Kim
†Maria Lopez
†Jessica Lyubljanovits
†Melissa Perez
†Christopher Shand

D.C. CIRCUIT
†Christine Hooks
†Jessica Stevens-Tuttle

Capitol Hill
†Kristin Romero
†Karen Sams

District of Columbia
†John Connolly
†Susan Ervin
†Bree Evans
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